Scope of application:

The multiway sideloader EMSII 60 is used in Karlsruhe to transport turntable ladders and aerial rescue appliances, for example when loading and unloading lorries or for transport from the storage location to the production hall.

The individual ladder elements are up to 12 metres long. When assembled, the largest ladders are 6 tonnes in weight and can be easily transported with the agile multiway devices.

The overall Pieckert/Bulmor concept and their commitment to service was pivotal in our decision to work with Bulmor.

Type: EMSII 60

Easy transport with the agile multiway devices

Dealer:
Stapler Center Pieckert

For over 150 years Rosenbauer has manufactured products for fire brigades. The plant in Karlsruhe is the Rosenbauer centre of excellence for aerial rescue devices. These include aerial ladders with a working height of between 20 and 64 m and rescue platforms with working heights from 20 to 60 m. The vehicles are manufactured according to all the relevant standards and delivered to fire departments throughout the world.